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Hyper-Kamiokande detector

• Next generation water Cherenkov detector in Kamioka, Japan.
• 258 kton water tank: fiducial mass ×8 larger than Super-K.
• 20,000 improved photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) to detect Cherenkov light.
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Hyper-Kamiokande project

• Joint project combining a large water Cherenkov detector and even more 
intense neutrino beam with the J-PARC accelerator.

• Upgraded near detectors constraining the neutrino beam before oscillation
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Figure 1.2: Event display of a neutrino interaction recorded in ND280. A projection of the hits on the
z-y plane transverse to the magnetic field is shown.

Figure 1.3: CAD 3D Model of the B1 floor of the ND280 pit. The magnet is shown in the open position
with the two large magnet yokes (dark red) separated. The inner detectors are supported by the basket,
a steel structure, on the basket stands (blue curved beams).
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Far detector 2.5° off the beam center



Physics targets at Hyper-Kamiokande

• Many research topics approaching the "origins" of the matters and the universe using neutrinos.

• Neutrino oscillation
‣ Accelerator + atmospheric neutrinos: 

- CP violation as the "origin" of the matter dominant universe.
- Mass ordering.

‣ Solar neutrinos:
- Non-standard oscillations and interactions  

through matter effects in the electron neutrino disappearance.

• Neutrino astrophysics
‣ Supernova burst and supernova relic neutrino:  

explosion mechanism, the "origin" of nuclei heavier than Fe,  
and star formation "history" of the universe.

• Nucleon decays
‣ Evidence of the Grand Unified Theory.
‣ The "origin" of the Standard Model of the elementary particles.
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Atmospheric Neutrinos

2:1 Flavor Ratio
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Calculations
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Gaisser and Honda, 

Ann.Rev.Nuc.Part.Sci.52(2002)

The absolute flux is uncertain by 10 – 20 %, but 

the flux ratio of  to 
e

is predicted to ~5% 

over a wide range of neutrino energy.
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https://physics.bu.edu/~stone/McDonald_Totsuka_Symposium.pdf
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Keplers_supernova.jpg


Neutrino oscillation
• Neutrino oscillation takes place because of the flavor-mass mixing:

• Open questions in the neutrino oscillation:
‣ CP violating phase: 

- Possible source of the baryon asymmetry  
of the universe.

‣ Mass ordering: sign of 

- Oscillation in vacuum → only 
- Need to see the matter effect.
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1 Introduction10

Hyper-Kamiokande The Hyper-Kamiokande (HyperK) is a next generation water Cherenkov11

experiment. HyperK has a 258 kton water tank equipped with 20,000 Photo Multiplier-Tubes12

(PMTs) improved from the ones used in the Super-Kamiokande experiment. HyperK is a joint13

project that is combined with an upgraded neutrino beamline of the J-PARC accelerator and14

detectors that are placed close to the accelerator for characterizing the neutrino beams and con-15

trolling systematic uncertainties on the neutrino interactions.16

2 Physics17

Neutrino oscillations18

• Explanation of the PMNS matrix.19

• Mass ordering visualization with the mixing angles20

• Open questions: CP violation, mass ordering, (precision measurements of mixing angles)21
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Accelerator neutrino oscillation experiment22

• CP violation with both neutrino and anti-neutrino beams23

• Quantitative argument: 2-3 year data gives the 5� observation of the CP violation in24

luckiest case (�CP = �⇡/2, systematic errors reduced). After 10 years observation, 60%25

of �CP value will be excluded with > 5�.26

• The neutrino beamline at J-PARC is designed to provide the first ⌫µ ! ⌫⌧ oscillation27

maximum at the far detector.28

• O↵-axis beam for a narrow energy spectrum.29

J-PARC accelerator and the Near Detector Complex30

• Beam power upgraded from 515 kW to 1.3 MW with a higher repetition cycle and the31

numbers of protons per bunch. 2.48 s/cycle! 1.16 s/cycle. 2.6 ⇥ 1014 protons per bunch32

! 3.3 ⇥ 1014 protons per bunch.33

• Visualization of the beam power as a function of year34

• Super-FGD: an upgraded target detector with higher sensitivities to short tracks and large35

scattering angles.36
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Accelerator neutrino oscillation experiment

• CP-symmetry tested with -beam and -beam enabled by the polarity of the 
focusing magnets.

• 2.5° off-axis arrangement focuses the neutrinos on the osc. maximum at 0.6 GeV.

• Degeneracy between the  phase and the mass ordering in the beam neutrino.
‣ Need  with various travel lengths and energies → atmospheric ν data

ν ν̄

δCP
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Accelerator neutrino oscillation sensitivities

• In the optimistic case (reduced systematics, known mass ordering):
‣ 2-3 year data give 5σ observation of the CP violation if true .
‣ After 10-year operation, 60% of  values will be excluded with >5σ.

δCP = − π/2
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J-PARC accelerator + Near Detector suite

• Beam power upgraded 515 kW → 1.3 MW with increased numbers of protons in 
a bunch and faster repetition cycles.

• Upgraded Near Detectors
‣ Target detector with higher granularity and angular acceptance.

- Aiming to improve physics models involving short tracks.
‣ Water Cherenkov detector 750 m downstream of the beam.

- Excellent  separation, same target nuclei as the far detector.νe/νμ

8

https://t2k-experiment.org/beyond-t2k/

J-PARC power schedule Upgraded near detector New water Cherenkov detector
750 m away from the -beamlineν

New target detector

8 m

6m

Afloat covering 1°-4°

https://t2k-experiment.org/beyond-t2k/


Atmospheric neutrino oscillation

• Long travel length in the earth results in greater matter effect.
➡ Good chance to determine the mass ordering.
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Phys. Rev. D 97 (2018) 072001

Normal ordering
P(νμ → νe)

Inverted ordering
P(ν̄μ → ν̄e) 2
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• Matter-driven resonant enhancement of 
 for NO and   for IO.P(νμ → νe) P(ν̄μ → ν̄e)

Matter-effect

From the other side of the earth

From the sky above

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.97.072001
https://physics.bu.edu/~stone/McDonald_Totsuka_Symposium.pdf


Atmospheric + beam neutrino oscillation

• Atmospheric neutrino oscillation helps the  measurement by resolving the 
degeneracy of  and the mass ordering in the beam data.

• After 10-year observation mass ordering will be determined with 4σ-5σ.
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atmospheric and beam neutrino data set can observed CP violation at 3� significance. For the8027

range of allowed values of ✓23 and both hierarchies more than 66% of the phase space is covered8028

by Hyper-K.8029

It should be noted that the long-baseline sensitivities shown in this section use di↵erent sys-8030

tematic errors than those described in Sec. V.2 5. Beam and atmospheric combined sensitivities8031

with updated systematic errors are under preparation.8032
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Solar neutrinos

• HyperK can observe solar-ν flux at 3σ-5σ for 3.5 MeV - 4.5 MeV.
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Eur. Phys. J. A 52, 87 (2016)

Page 10 of 16 Eur. Phys. J. A (2016) 52: 87

|mN | ! 10−10 eV (inverted ordering) [62, 63]. The bound
corresponds to the maximal active sterile mixing and
∆m2

as ≈ 2mDmN = (10−11–10−9) eV2.

4.1.2 ∆m2
as ! ∆m2

21

Originally, this possibility has been motivated by rela-
tively low Ar production rate in the Homestake exper-
iment and absense of spectral upturn [64, 65]. An extra
sterile state has been added to the three active ones,
νf = (νs, νe, νµ, ντ )T , and correspondingly, new mass state
ν0: νm = (ν0, ν1, ν2, ν3)T . The 4 × 4 mixing matrix is
parametrized as U = UPMNS U01(α) [64]. The value of new
mixing angle is assumed to be very small: sin2 2α ∼ 10−3

and the new mass splitting equals ∆m2
01 ∼ 0.2∆m2

21 eV2.
The diagonal matrix of the matter potentials in the flavor
basis is V = diag(0, Ve + Vn, Vn, Vn).

In such a model, the neutrinos propagating inside the
Sun encounter two resonances: one is associated with the
1-2 mass splitting, as in the standard case, and another
one with the 0-1 mass splitting. With parameters α and
∆m2

01 defined above the new resonance modifies the sur-
vival probability leading to the dip at the intermediate
energies, E ∼ 3MeV, thus suppressing the upturn (see
fig. 5). This alleviates the tension between solar and Kam-
LAND data.

4.1.3 ∆m2
as $ ∆m2

21

In this limit (see refs. [66, 67] for latest discussions) all
the ∆m2

ij other than ∆m2
21 can be assumed to be infinite,

and in certain propagation basis the neutrino evolution is
described by the sum of H(2)

lma in eq. (41) and

H(2)
np =

√
2GF

nn

4

(
−ξD ξNe−iδ12

ξNeiδ12 ξD

)
, (43)

where ξD, ξN are combinations of the mixing matrix
elements Uαi (explicit expressions can be found in ap-
pendix C of ref. [67]).

The new physics term (43) proportional to Vn, is in-
duced by the decoupling of heavy neutrino states. In gen-
eral, the matter term (43) and the usual one with Ve do
not commute with each other as well as with the vacuum
term. The phase δ12 appearing in H(2)

np originates from
the phases of the general (3 + n) mixing matrix, and it
cannot be eliminated by a redefinition of the fields. This
phase does not produce CP-violation asymmetry but af-
fects neutrino propagation in matter.

The relevant conversion probabilities can be written as

Pee = C̃e − η2
eP (2)

osc ,

Pae = C̃a − ηe

(
ξDP (2)

osc + ξNP (2)
int

)
,

(44)

where P (2)
osc ≡ |S(2)

21 |2 and P (2)
int ≡ Re(S(2)

11 S(2)$
21 ) and the

matrix S(2) is the solution of the evolution equation with
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Fig. 5. Impact of new physics on solar neutrino survival prob-
ability. We fix sin2 θ13 = 0.022. We plot standard oscillations
(sin2 θ12 = 0.31, ∆m2

21 = 7.5 × 10−5 eV2), one extra sterile
neutrino (sin2 θ12 = 0.31, ∆m2

21 = 7.5 × 10−5 eV2, sin2 2α =
0.005, ∆m2

01 = 1.2 × 10−5 eV2) and non-standard interac-
tions with up-type (sin2 θ12 = 0.30, ∆m2

21 = 7.25 × 10−5 eV2,
εu

D = −0.22, εu
N = −0.30) and down-type (sin2 θ12 = 0.32,

∆m2
21 = 7.35 × 10−5 eV2, εd

D = −0.12, εd
N = −0.16) quarks.

See text for details. We use abbreviations “Brx” for Borexino
and “KL” for KamLAND.

the effective Hamiltonian H(2). The coefficients C̃e, C̃a,
and ηe are functions of Uαi [67]. The formulas (44) are
valid for any number of sterile neutrinos. Sterile neutrinos
affect the oscillation probabilities in two different ways:

1) the mixing of νe with the “heavy” states leads to a
suppression of the energy-dependent part of the con-
version probabilities, in analogy with θ13 effects in the
standard case;

2) the mixing of the sterile states with ν1,2 leads to overall
disappearance of active neutrinos, so that Pee + Pµe +
Pτe (= 1.

Phenomenologically, the most relevant effect is the sec-
ond one, since the precise NC measurement performed by
SNO confirms that the total flux of active neutrinos from
the Sun is compatible with the expectations of the Stan-
dard Solar Model. Hence the fraction of sterile neutrinos
which can be produced in solar neutrino oscillations is
limited by the precision of the solar flux predictions, in
particular of the Boron flux. An updated fit of the solar
and KamLAND data in the context of (3+1) oscillations,
with the simplifying assumption Ue3 = Ue4 = 0, yields
|Us1|2 + |Us2|2 < 0.1 at the 95% CL.

Concerning the first effect, the mixing of νe with
“heavy” eigenstates has similar implications as in the stan-
dard case except that now there are “more” heavy states.
This allows to put a bound on ηe which is very similar to
the one on |Ue3|2 in 3ν one, but instead of being inter-
preted as a bound on |Ue3|2 it becomes a bound on the
sum

∑
i≥3 |Uei|2. For example, for (3+1) models a bound

|Ue3|2 + |Ue4|2 < 0.077 at 95% CL can be derived from
the analysis of solar and KamLAND data, as shown in
ref. [67]. Additional bounds have been obtained by Borex-
ino [68].

Matter-driven
oscillation
in the sun

(MSW effect)

Vacuum-
dominant
oscillation

Totally unconstrained due to the lack of experimental data
→ Room for non-standard interactions or oscillations

 in solar-P(νe → νe) ν

Higher survival
probability

Lower survival
probability

Upturn

• The sun:  disappearance experiment with extreme matter density.

• Historically useful to study the -induced oscillations and mass hierarchy.
νe

Δm2
12
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Supernova neutrinos
• Two interesting topics: supernova bursts and supernova relic neutrino.
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FIG. 322. Expected number of inverse beta decay reactions due to supernova relic neutrinos in several

experiments as a function of year. Red, gray and purple line shows Hyper-Kamiokande, SK-Gd, and JUNO,

respectively. The sizes of their fiducial volume and analysis energy thresholds were considered. The neutrino

temperature is assumed to be 6MeV. Solid line corresponds to the case, in which all the core-collapse

supernovae emits neutrinos with the particular energy. Dashed line corresponds to the case, in which 30% of

the supernovae form black hole and emits higher energy neutrinos corresponding to the neutrino temperature

of 8MeV.

history of supernova bursts back to the epoch of red shift (z) ⇠1. Therefore, adding 0.1% Gd to8295

Hyper-K, we assume that an analysis with a lower energy threshold of ⇠ 10ṀeV is possible with8296

gadolinium neutron tagging. The expected number of SRN events in the energy range of 10-30MeV8297

is about 280 with 10 years of live time with Gd-loaded Hyper-K 1 tank.8298

V.7. OTHER ASTROPHYSICAL NEUTRINOS8299

A. WIMP dark matter searches8300

It is thought that the self-interaction or decay of WIMP-type dark matter particles bound in8301

strong gravitational potentials, such as the milky way galaxy or our sun, may produce standard8302

model particles. In particular, neutrinos may be produced either through direct annihilation or8303

decay of dark matter particles or through the decays of heavier particles produced in these processes,8304

and can be observed at Hyper-K.8305

In the analyses below WIMP dark matter is assumed to produce standard model particles such8306

as �� ! W
+
W

�, ⌧+⌧�, bb̄, µ+
µ

�, and ⌫⌫̄ each with 100% branching fraction. In this estimation,8307

the DarkSUSY package [172] is used. Then, the angular distributions to the sources (galactic8308

center, the sun, or the Earth) are studied to extract the dark matter signal from the atmospheric8309

neutrino sample described in Section V.3. Hyper-K is expected to have superior sensitivity to lower8310
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FIG. 319. Time profiles of the observed inverse beta decay event rate (left) and mean energy of these events

(right), predicted by supernova simulations [144–150] for the first 0.3 s after the onset of a 10 kpc distant

burst.

2. Physics impacts8215

The shape of the rising time of supernova neutrino flux and energy strongly depends on the8216

model. Figure 319 shows inverse beta decay event rates and mean ⌫̄e energy distributions predicted8217

by various models [144–150] for the first 0.3 s after the onset of a burst. The statistical error is8218

much smaller than the di↵erence among the models, so Hyper-K should give crucial data for8219

comparing model predictions. Our measurement will also provide an opportunity to observe black8220

hole formation directly, as a sharp drop of the neutrino flux [151]. In addition to this, recent8221

computer simulation studies predict new characteristic modulations of the supernova neutrino flux8222

due to dynamic motions in the supernovae. The stall of shock wave after core bounce has been8223

an issue in supernova computer simulations, which was not able to achieve successful explosions.8224

These dynamic motions enable inner materials to be heated more e�ciently by neutrinos from8225

collapsed core, and perform the shock wave revival. One source of such modulation is the Standing8226

Accretion Shock Instability (SASI) [152–154]. Under the assumption of a 3% flux modulation8227

which depends on progenitor mass or equation of states [155], we will have chances to prove SASI8228

e↵ects for ⇠90% of galactic supernovae with Hyper-K, compared to only ⇠15% with Super-K.8229

Neutrino oscillations in high density matter could be studied using supernova neutrino events [144–8230

150]. While this requires complicated calculations for collective and MSW e↵ects [156–160], the8231

supernova neutrino measurement could determine the neutrino mass hierarchy. The first chance8232

Bursts: single explosion events Relic: accumulated SN-  fluxν
• Model discrimination with detailed 

investigation of the time evolution 
and spectra.

• Farther supernova explosions

• Constraints on evolution of the 
matter and the universe with detailed 
investigation of ν-spectra.

Time evolution of SN-  eventsν SN-  events with various detectorsν

Various models



Nucleon decays
• Direct evidence of Grand Unified Theory (GUT).
• World best sensitivity for many decay modes.

‣ Including flagship modes:  and .

• Larger water Cherenkov detector experiment is the unique solution for 
 years.

‣ A key to determine the GUT scale without spares.

p → e+π0 p → ν̄K+

τ(p → e+π0) > 1035
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Timeline

• Cavern excavation and detector preparation are underway without delay.
• Detector installation planned around 2025.
• Data-taking planned to start in 2027.

14
Timeline

• 2022-2027:  Construction,      2027- : Operation 
• No change of schedule since the approval of project in 2020
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JFY2020 JFY2021 JFY2022 JFY2023 JFY2024 JFY2025 JFY2026 JFY2027 JFY2028

Tunnel const. Cavern
excavation

Tank
Const.

PMT production

PMT cases, Electromics etc.

PMT
installation

Water system Filling 
water

Operation

Power-upgrade of J-PARC and Neutrino Beam-line

Near Detector Facility, R&D, production ND construction

Preparation



Cavern excavation
• Access and approach tunnels: > 2km

‣ Completed in July 2022.
• Dome excavation in progress.

‣ Takes 12 months

15

Dome excavation procedure: from the inner rings to the outer ones
1st ring 2nd-4th rings 5th-6th rings

Approach tunnels

Dome section

Dome being excavated

Center of the HyperK cavern

(c) Kamioka Observatory, ICRR, 
The University of Tokyo



Photo-detectors

• Same size as used in SuperK but the performance is largely improved:
‣ Twice higher photo-efficiency compared to SuperK.
‣ Twice better charge and timing resolutions

• 20,000 PMTs will be deployed filling 20% photo coverage.
• Design finalized. Production and full inspection are ongoing.
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図 27 SK PMTと HK PMTの検出効率。横軸: 受光面上の光入射位置。縦軸: 光検出効率相
対比。実線と破線はダイノードに対して 2方向からの測定である。

図 27 は、SK と HK の PMT の検出効率である。横軸が受光面上の光入射位置を表しており、
Position angleが 0◦ のとき光電面中心直上での光入射を示す。±90◦ の範囲で光入射位置を変えて
測定している。HK PMTの方は、2方向において大口径の端まで均一に検出効率が得られており、
SK PMTに対して 2倍に向上している。
3.1.4 ダイノード構造
HK PMTは、SK PMTとの一番大きな違いはダイノード構造にある。SK PMTはベネシアン
ブラインド (Venetian Blind)型のダイノードを使用している。短冊状の金属板がブラインドのよう
に斜めに並んでいるダイノード配置となっている (図 28の左)。
一方で、HK PMT では B&L 型のダイノード構造が採用されている。第一ダイノードが大きな
ボックス型のダイノードとなっており、SKに比べ初段に光電子が当たりやすく収集効率が高くなっ
ている。そして、第二ダイノード以降がライン型で多段のダイノードから構成されて、特に電子軌
道のばらつきが小さくなり時間分解能が改善されている。

図 28 ダイノード構造。左: R3600のベネシアンブラインド型 PMT。右: R12860の B&L型
PMT。青色破線はダイノード開口部の金属メッシュを表している。

SK PMTのブラインド型のダイノードは、特定の方向からの電子の入射率を良くするため、3層
24

• 50 cm (20’’) novel photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) from Hamamatsu.
Photo detection efficiency vs angle

Upgraded cathode structure

50 cm Box&Line PMT "R12860"
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Electronics
• Front-end electronics placed in underwater vessels.

‣ Minimizing the length of PMT cables.
‣ Digitization is done in the water tight cases.

• Analog FE designed to take full advantage of the improved PMT performance.
• Design being finalized. Working on a system test in/out of the water.
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24 PMTs

Image by benzoix on Freepik 

HV
Hit signal

DAQ system, master clock

Hit data, etc

Common clock
Power supply
Slow control

2 digitizer boards

Data handling board
Underwater vessel

HV power supply

https://www.freepik.com/free-photo/server-racks-computer-network-security-server-room-data-center-d-render-dark-blue-generative-ai_38095230.htm#query=data%20center&position=43&from_view=search&track=ais


Conclusions

• Hyper-Kamiokande is a next-generation large water Cherenkov experiment 
aiming for world-leading sensitivities to many aspects of the neutrino physics.
‣ 5σ sensitivity to the CP violation in large fraction of the CP phase values as 

well as the mass ordering.
‣ Useful information on star formation and supernova explosions by probing 

astrophysical neutrinos.
‣ More sensitive test of Grand Unification by searching for proton decays.

• Construction of the detector is underway.
‣ World-largest underground facility.
‣ Production of the novel high-performant photo-sensors.
‣ Finalization of the electronics design taking full advantage of them.
‣ Gradual increase of the neutrino beam intensity and the near detector suite for 

better control of the systematic uncertainties.
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Beam energy and oscillation probability

• 2.5 off-axis angle focuses the neutrinos on the first oscillation maximum, ~0.6 
GeV.

• Advantages:
‣ Oscillation probability depends on L/E. Energy reconstruction is essential.
‣ Elastic scattering like (CCQE) events, which allows for precise energy 

reconstruction, are collected efficiently.
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Charge and timing resolution of HyperK PMT

• Charge resolution:
‣ Evaluated with 1 photo-electron peak.
‣ 2 times better resolution wrt SuperK.

• Timing resolution:
‣ Transit time spread (e.g. FWHM of the transit time, time between light injection 

and electric signal.)
‣ 2 times better resolution wrt SuperK.
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時間分解能は、光子が光電子に変換され検出されるまでの時間応答性についてである。PMTの
ある信号が得られた時を基準として、光電面に光入射した光電子が出力パルスとして測定されるま
での時間差を電子走行時間 (TT: Transit Time)という。また、光電子に変換されダイノードで増倍
した後の電子群の走行時間は各光子によって変わってきて、その走行時間の広がり (TTS: Transit

Time Spread) も評価する必要がある。各 PMTから検出される光信号のタイミングから再構成は
行われるため重要になってくる。TTS は、ヒストグラムの半値幅 (FWHM: Full Width at Half

Maximum) や標準偏差から算出される。図 22 では、SK PMT と HK PMT の比較であり、HK

PMTは SK PMTに比べて幅が狭くなり時間分解能が向上している。

図 22 開発時の SK PMTと HK PMTの電子走行時間。[5]

HKのプロトタイプの PMTは、2018年に SK内に 100本以上の PMTが取り付けられて性能の
評価が行われた。図 23は、SK PMTと HK PMTと比較したものである。電荷分解能の 1光電子
ピークの広がりは 27±4%に向上している。SK PMTは 54±9%であるがピークが 2つ見えるのは
SK-IIと SK-IIIの PMTで同じゲインを出すための HVがずれており、電荷分解能に違いとして現
れている。また、時間分解能の TTSは 1.5±0.07 nsへ 2倍に向上している。

図 23 SK内で評価された SK PMTと HK PMTの 1光電子分解能の分布。左: 電荷分解能、
右: 時間分解能。[6]
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Neutrino beam line at J-PARC

• Muon neutrinos are generated by charged pion decays in flight.
• Magnetic horn focuses on either positive or negative pions.
• On-axis detector: beam monitors of muons and neutrinos.
• Off-axis detector: far detectors (SuperK, HyperK). Near detector characterizing 

the -flux and the interactions before the oscillationν

22
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Near detector 280 m downstream

• Magnetized tracker placed 280 m downstream called ND280.
• Measures neutrino flux and interactions at the 2.5° off-axis angle.
• Target detector with higher granularity and 4π acceptance for short tracks.
• Start operating in June 2023.
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D Upgraded ND280 design 109

Scintillator  cube

WLS fibers

FIG. 58. Schematic of SuperFGD. It will consist of many cubes of plastic scintillator with 1 cm3 size. Each

cube will be read out by wavelength shifting fibers from three directions.

neutrino interactions.2166

A novel detector concept called SuperFGD [42] will be employed in the upgrade of ND280.2167

It consists of a fully-active fine-grained plastic-scintillator detector made of about 2 millions2168

1⇥1⇥1 cm3 cubes. Each cube has three perpendicular 1.5 mm diameter hole; they are meant2169

to be traversed by 1 mm diameter Y11(200) Kuraray wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers all along2170

the three orthogonal directions of the detector. The fiber readout will provide three views (XY,2171

XZ and YZ), instrumented on one end with a Multi-Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC). The Super-2172

FGD will provide projections of charged particle trajectories onto three planes without inactive2173

regions; it will therefore provide significantly more information on the neutrino interaction com-2174

pared to the existing FGD, which consists of plastic scintillator bars, significantly larger in size,2175

and aligned in either X or Y direction. The dimensions of the SuperFGD will be approximately2176

1.8(W)⇥2.0(L)⇥0.6(H) m3 for a total mass of about 2 tons. The number of read out channel will2177

be about 60,000. The electronics will be based on the CITIROC ASIC, specifically designed for2178

the readout of SiPM devices.2179

In summer 2018, test beams were performed at CERN with a prototype of the size of2180

24(W)⇥8(H)⇥48(L) cm3. Figure 59 shows an event display with an electron and a bremsstrahlung2181

photon converted into an electron-positron pair.2182

2. High Angle TPCs2183

The HA-TPCs will provide 3D track reconstruction, charge measurement, momentum mea-2184

surement, and particle identification by dE/dx for those tracks produced at high angles. The2185

Plastic scintillator target detector

~1 cm



Water Cherenkov detector at 750 m

• A new water Cherenkov detector will be constructed 750 
downstream the beamline.

• Multi-PMT module (collection of 3’’ PMTs) as photo-sensors.
• Moving upward/downward covering 1°-4° off-axis angles.

• Precise measurement of  difference thanks to the 
excellent   separation of the water Cherenkov detector.

νe/νμ
νe/νμ
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122 II.3 THE INTERMEDIATE WATER CHERENKOV DETECTOR

The conceptual design in Figure 62 shows parts of the IWCD facility, including the vertical pit,2462

water tank, lifting mechanism, bu↵er tank, water system, laboratory and a building for operation.2463

The PMT support frame, multi-PMT modules, and signal and power supply cables are installed2464

inside the water tank. The calibration system and part of water system will be put on the top of2465

the detector and move with the detector in the vertical shaft. The water level in the pit is kept2466

at the top of the water tank and the detector position is controlled by the buoyancy. Details of2467

the IWCD design constraints and technical design are documented in the IWCD Technical Design2468

Report (TDR). A summary of the design follows.2469

Off-axis angle (OAA)

~50mν

750 m

Target

1.0o

2.5o

4.0o

Reconstruction

Linear 
combination

Neutrino
beam center

FIG. 63. Experimental setup of intermediate water Cherenkov detector with concept for measurements at

di↵erent o↵-axis angles.

A. The IWCD Detector Structure2470

1. Detector Design2471

Figure 63 shows the experimental setup of the intermediate water Cherenkov detector (IWCD).2472

The instrumented detector is contained in a cylindrical tank of 8 m height and 10 m diameter made2473

of stainless steel. The tank is filled with Gd-loaded water for neutron tagging. The water tank is2474

optically separated by the PMT support frame and black sheet into the cylindrically shaped inner2475

detector (ID), with 6 m height and 8 m diameter, and the outer detector (OD), which surrounds2476

the ID with 1 m thick water layer in the barrel region and 2 m thickness in the endcap regions. The2477

diameter of the ID is determined to contain up to ⇠1 GeV muons generated in the fiducial volume2478

and to accumulate enough statistics for precise measurements. The height of the detector is limited2479

Ex-situ Gelling Status

• WUT group visit TRIUMF (last November) for intensive 2 week

work on ex-situ gelling and mPMT assembly.

• Good progress on knowledge transfer and optimizing procedure

• Setup of assembly site at WUT progressing well.

• Still occasionally see some air gaps on optical gel boundaries,

though seem to understand process.
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Updated WUT gelling mold

PMT gelled at WUT

Fully active mPMT
assembled by TRIUMF
and WUTMulti-PMT module


